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A series of laboratory experiments were .perfonaed to
ascertain the extcnt and manner of turbulence modificati6n-
induced by low concentration suspended loads of near neutral
buoyancy. Hot-vlire measurements of the fluid velocity field
of free sur face flows werc obtainéd in a specially designed
flume recirculating a dielectric liquid and 0.5 nun- diameter
spherical plastic particles. In the fixed Reyr-olds number
flow (16,800) the data obtained at six different concentra-
tion levels, ranging from 0 to 3.5% by volume, indicate _
that the presence of particles produces substan.tial turbu-
lence. changes. _ Even at this lm'l level the mean .velocity' '
prof:Lle ShO\'IS an increasing gradient near the bed and sharp"
devi~tion from a logarithmic profile. ~hc rms level of
each of the velocity c6mponenti u', v 'and w l increases,"
indicating a general rise in turbulence intensity. The
Reynolds stress'p U 'v i increases, and i,ts' maximum value shifts
away from the bed. The overall scale of turbulence appears - " "
to remain unchanged."
The data i~dicate that offhand neglect of suspendedparticle presence is an oversimplification. - There is a
similar ity between these data and those" obtained under ad-
verse pressure gradients. Some effort. is made to clarify
the altered turbulence production mechanism, and sC?me fu'-'
ture experimental work is proposed.
Thesis Supcrvisor ~ John B. Southard
T i tlc: Assistant Professor of Geology
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8I. INTP.ODUC'lIOH
.
"'l'hat \'¡hich is far off and exccccHngJy deep,
who can find it out....?"
Ecclc'siastes
. lri studics of fluid flow mechanics one need not go far
afield to çncountcr complcx unsolvcd problems. For over
fifty :years scicntists and cni:inccrs have attempted to place
the dynamics of sediment transport and othcr liquid-solid
flows on a firm theoretical basis. Despite these efforts
this problcm area is still best described as ari art rather
than a scicnce. The roots of th~ difficulty are readily
apparent. To quote Batchelor (l966),
If I \"/ere asked to name the areas in fluid
mechanics which are most frustrating fro~ an
all-round point of view, that is taking account of
the conceptual, experimental, êlnd analytical '
difficulties I should put high on the list first
the general problem of turbulence and secondly
the Lagrahgian aspects of fluid flow. Both of
these areas arc invol vod in the motion of small
particles in turbulent flows...
Ho~ev~r, Batchelor was quick to point out that this level
of complexity is for _ some investigators an attractive fca- .
,ture; those \-/ho thri veon sÏIaul tancous frustration and
elation are well served.
Providing a chall~nging research area, studies.of. ,
transport mcchanics in various free streams and jets find
app1icati6n in a varicty of scientific and. engineering
:problems. In each the investigators,atternpt:to,corrélate
the raodc and amount of lOa tcrial transported \.!Ï th measured
parameters of thc flow ficld. Studics by oceanographers
and marinc geologists on regional sediment tranBport, by
9hydraulicenginccrs asked to predict bcachfront erosion oC
the.filling of navigable channels, by ecologisl:s and bio-
logists conccrned i.li"th thc dispersion of air pollutants
and acrosols, by industrial engineers designi~g transp¿rt
systems for coal, papcr pulp, ctc., and by chcmical engi-
ncers of the many diffusion and catalytic processcs involved
in con~ercial production---all face basically the same
problem. The highly nonlinear and time-dependent nature of
the governing equations togcthcr\.1i th an inperfect under-
standing of .the physics of the interactions involved pre-
cludes unique analytical solutions. Nevertheless these -
studies have produccd empirical solutions for specific cases
and a fairly detailed qualitative picture ot the transport
process. It has become clcar, that the individual features - .
of this process are closely interdependent. To determ~ine
the macroscale properties it is not enough _ to detail and
sum the microscale components. Sele~tive interactions
!
ta.ke' ,place. To examine some of these features in more
detail I wish to confine. this discussIon to the transport
of natural sediments and to noncohesive materials in parti.~~~
lar.
Observations indicatethat a bed of loose, noncobesive
grains \.1ill tend to reactina well defined and repeatable
manncr \'ihcn subjcct to shearing flm-is. Initially at re~t;
thepçirticlcsshoH no, tcndency to move in very .lmv v-elocity
flows, whethc~ laminar or turbulent. with an increase in
mean vcloci ty, slight' movcri1cnts arc observed at separated
locations on the bcd. This "threshold of Qotion" is ill-
10
defined, and -hasbe:en li.tlll.! s'Lnù1ed. It is unclear ,,,hether
the motion is the reBult of a general flow instability or
simply a localized featurb, r~ssibly a simple lift or
drag force on the' individual particle.
Further increase in the velocity produces general agLta.
tion anù motion of the surface particles. This level is
mark cd by the onset of fully turbulent shear flow, the
scattering of particles by the apparent impingement of
turbu1e.rlt j etsor eddies, and the start of deformation of'
the initially plane bed into sediment ripples. Material
transport, either by rolling' or s~Ütating (i.e. small hops),
remains rest:ricted to the bed surface. This '''bed load" is
the predorninant transport modc for most natural regincs.
'Necessarily, development of a rippled bcd surface
\-¡ill tend to modify' the mean velocity field. In turn', the
resul tant acceleration~ and decelcrations ,-lill effect _ the-
evolutign of the bed. . An accurate description of the growth
rate of these bed feat~res req~ires, a careful evaluation
of the local velocity field and the resultant boundary, '
. -
shear stress. UO\.¡ever, even i.ii th the required measurements
in hand, it remains tò apply the data wi thin the framework
'of a coherent physical model. This problem has been addrcss(
by numerous investigators (nenjamin,1959; Kennedy l ~9G3).
Their result~ are not entirelys~tisfy~ng. . While sufficientJ
accurate for ~ome. specific cases, their ~fforts do little
to quantify bcd-form evolution and subsequent ve16city field
'modification. Although Smith (1969) has recently presented
some -more promising results i this area remains largely a
~undamentaJ_ unknown in the transport procesfi.
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Continuin~ to incroRRe the mean vcl~city (but with the
, .flO\.¡ rcnw.ini,ng subcrit.ical) incrcases heel deformation, in-
~
duces 10ngcr wavelength, large amplitude, features Qr dunes,
and results in the transport of" not.iceaJÙe amount.s of sedi-
ment above the bed as a suspended load. This suspended -
material tends to further complicat.e the transport mechanics.
The already complex bounda.ry concH tions are aggravated by
a concent.ration gradient, flm'¡ visc'osity increases, mom~ntum
transfex will be subject to variations due to particle-
particle collisions, and the structure of fluid turbulence
will be modified as a function of suspended sediment con--
centration. In short, the proble~ ~ni tia1ly posed as a
single-phase flow with variable boundary conditions must now
be posed in terms of two-phase or liquid-solid dyna~ics.
Although this aspect is often neglected (being justified
i
in terms of the low suspended concentration) it is becoming
increasingly apparent that certain propeFti~s of the velocity
field are sharply modificd by extremely low suspended loads.
Offhand neglect may be 'an oversimplification.
Further incrcase in the mean velocity \V'i11 reveal fe\-1
. additional complicating features. Bed forms will continue
to change, becomin~ plane at some high shear vclocity. The
suspended load 'increases and, in thc presence ofa free-
surface, supercritical flows induce' surfa~e wa~es and the
resultant bed forms termed antidunes. The latter features
rcpresent an additional influence on the velocity field.
For t-he most part hm.icver, these problems represent an ex-
ten,sion of the, lm.ier veloci ty condi iions. Seemingly if a
12
comprehensive model for subcritic.:l flmi \:a,:: avail.:blc,
it ~ou1d be made to serve for supercritical conditions.
This bricf review of tho qualitative features of the
transport process points clearly to three prominent problem
areas. First, what determincs the threshold of motion and
what is the nature of the forces involved? Second, what
are the dynamics governing the onset and evolution of bed
forms? Third, hmoi does the presence of a suspendcd load
influence the structure of fluid turbulcnce in shear flows?'
These areas form integral parts of the total transport pro-
cess, and arc to some extent mutually dependent. This inter-
dependence is especially strong for the 1att,er t\-iO areas,
since any variations in the velocity field are nccessarily
reflectcd in the boundary shear stress and subsequently
the bed vrofile. Accurate interpretations require careful
evalua tion of the character and extent of turbulence modi-:
fication produced by a suspended load. i Such a study ,in
'tu~n must recognize the existence of two mutually interact-
ing fields of random motion: the particle and fluid tur-
bulence fields ~ Only in the, llmit, as partic~.e diameter
approaches zero, d.o thc measured proper-ties of each become
identical. ,The fd1lowing investigation concentrates on modi-
fications produced in the fluid turbulcnce fiQld in hopes
of clarifying one of the complex interactions involved in
~the transport process.
Ii. PWW10US \t/OHK
In reviC\.1Ïng the literature avaiiaù1e on past efforts
to assess flot.'¡ modificCi.tions produced by zuspcncJcd loadsi
one is confronted by a vast array of methods, .results,. and
conclusions. Each investigator seems int~nt on proposing
and. supporting a new theory rather than clarifying or extend-
ing previous research. As a result .itis difficult to ar-
rivc at a conccnsus of opinion on anyone feature of this
complex problem, a problem constrained firs.t by the lack of
a unified theory governing the structure and mecha!lics of
turbulent shear flow and secondly by disagreement over the
mechanism responsible for the suspenslqn of particles.
The 'difficulties remain not for the'lack of effort¡ as
early as 1906, Einstein' (l90G) hypothesfzed that particles
suspended by a frce stream ,'¡ou1d modify. the cnergy balance..',
To estimate quantitatively the increased energy dissipCitiön,'
he ;introduced thc co'ncept of an "effective viscosity" as a'(i' .
function of ¡suspended particle concentrati~n. ~he simple
parti tion of energy suggested by these laminar flow studies
\-ias soon questioned, ,ho\,¡evcr, \'ihcnt.urbulent f1m'1 applications
\-,ere attempted:.
"
Gilbert (1914) published the results of an experiment
designed to measure changes in streain' flm'¡ resistance for
various concentrations of suspendcd sediment. Contrary to
the expected results, the cl-: tcl revealed increases in stream
mean veloc i ty with fixed bed condi t.ions and increasing sus-
pended load.' '1'h15 Btudy, ....hich suggests that a model pic-
oÅ or
tur.i.ng di.ssipation Or riO\\, energy only throuyh bed-form
renistc:nce c:nc1 \-lOrk, to" tranr3port sediment is. over-simpli.fied i
pointed but the need for a more detniled undcrstand~ng of the
dynamics of clear-liquid turbulence and its relationship to
particle suspensionc
An empirical relationship governing the vertical dis-
tribu tion of sedimentsuspcnded by turbulent flo\'15 \olaS first
. .
published by O'Bricn (l933) and later expanded by Rouse (1937).
The 'VlOrk applied the theoretical con::epts of turbulence de-
veloped by Taylor (l92l) and Prandtl (1925) for clear flui~s
to sediment laden flows. Briefly, it assumed that fluid
ahd pa~tic1e motions were identical and that therefore the c
diffusion of sedimcnt is analogo~s to the diffusion of momentur
Under steady flo\.1 conditions, the upuards diffusiÖn of sedi-
ment across a given level must be equal to the amount falling
under gravitational forcesc With given conditions of shear
stress and mean velocity it is straightforward to derive a
i
governing differential cquation c
Although based on several questionable assumptions, the
close correlation between the prcdicted distribution of sus-
pended sedi~ent and field and flume data suggests that the
proposed process. 'Vias not very far from the truth. In particu-
lar, attention ,'laS fociised on the vertical component of the
turbulcnt velocity fIeld as the ag~nt respo~sible for particle
suspension. Further attempts to quanti~y the sus.pension pro-
cess lcd directly to detailed studies of flow modification.
Until the experimcntal work or Vanoni (1953) thc prcsen~e
of a suspended load, of normal field concentration, wasas~
siimcd to have litt.1e effect on t.he turbulent. £10\'1 prope:rtles.
Kalinske and Usia (194!?), for exanple, in their \'¡ork \.¡ith
silt-size particles i noted t.hat suspensions, in excess of 11%
by weight are required before there is modification of the
fluid vcloc: ,_y field.' Generally, considerations have been
based only the assumption .that the' overall flow remains
Ne\vtonian. ',he presence of sediment \.¡as related simply to
changes in viscosity rather than to any changes in f1m'1
dynamics. The mean velocity profile was invaribly described
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with Ui and U2 velocities at height Yi and Yi respectively
u* = the shear velocity =J~
,
to the bed shear stress
J' = the fluid density
In the' analysis ofa series of free-surface channel flo\olS i
~.?
Vanoni noted a consistent decrease in the von Karman 
constant
k with increasing suspended load and a. general departure of'--
._, ..- '
the velocity from a logarithmic 
profile in the wall 
region. '.
He concluded that the decrease in k indicates a 
reduction in
turbulence energy ~eve1 (or intensity), an 
effect particularly
noticeable in the hiah concentration area near 
the wall.~ . . . - . - -
Subsequent studies by Einstein and Chien (1955) and Vanoni
and Brooks (1957) have supported these original results.
Despite these carefully reasoned studies, the exact're-
1ationship between the von Karman constant and the turbulence
energy level rC;;ains open to questioi:. ~\lhile certainly in-
16
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making dlrct:t mCilsur0ments unù the near impossibility or aiiy
substantial theoretical analysis.
Elata and Ippen (1961), using ,a Prandtl Tub.c and a capaci-
tance gage pressnre transducer, made turbulence intcnsity mea-
surements in channel flows transporting neutrally buoyant
plastic particles. Contrary to the expected result, their
data showed turbu1cnce intensity increasing with suspended
load ,.¡hile the van J(arman constant decreased and the mean
velocity deviated sharply from the zero concentration profile.
A model ,"as suggested shm.lÌng partic1e-flOl"¡ interaction tak-
ing p~ace primarily in the vicinity of the boundary layer.
Using the structure of turbulent shear flow propo.sed by
Townsend (1956) i they suggestccl that the presence of particLes
upsets the flovl equilibr~um through increased production of
siaall scale eddies and the resultant increase in eddy viscosity.
Such .imba1ance, "lQuld modify the momentum transfer throughout
the flm"i and produce the indicatcd chang~s in the mean velo-
city profile.. Interaction \-lOuld be a maximum in the area
where the turbulence length scales (eddy sized) were approxi-
mately, equal to the particle diameter. This suggests that
,the densi.ty contrast jSL'" /p. is of secondary importance
.) L-ia.tn
and that particle size, shape, and volume concentration \-¡ere
the more relevant parareters.
Concurrently i~ada and Hanratty (1960),' studying the
diffusion of potassium chloride solutions in fully turbulent
pipe flows, also found, particl~ size and the slip velocity
(i .,e. the relative velocity betwcen particle and flui d) to
be thc factors governing flow modifications.
10
The hydraulic c~aractcrislics of liquid-solid flows
suggested by these studies \.¡ere examined in more det.:il by
Daily ùnd Chu (1961) and later by Daily ùnd Roberts (l9GG).
Isolating first concentration effects and then particle size
ef fects, they concluded that fine particles primarily produce
changes in the boundary layer region by suppressing. the lami-
nar sublayer. This results in an increase of centerline velo- .
,city (pipe flm'!s), producing sharper mean velocity profiles.
Coarse particle suspensions t'end to display blunter profiles
indicative of improved momentum transport due to grain col-
lis ions.
Theoretical verification of these experimental results
has been limited. While individual particle motions in a
turbulent stream have been described with. some success,
notably by the \'lOrk of Tchen (1947), Saffman (1956), and
Batchelor (1965), a general, quantitative description of
flow modifications .produced by a suspended load is lacking.
;.t' By deriving energy and acceleration balance equations,
Hino (1963) was .able to predict the effect of various suspended
particle concentrations on the von tarman constant and the
turbulence intensity. For neutrally buoyant particles the
the resul tS\'lCre in close agreement \-ii th the' experimental data.
For higher density contrast, the method indicated extrenely
little turbulence damping over a wide rangc. of concentrations
and a rapid increase in eddy dissipation. 'lhcse '~'latter rG--
suIts still rcquire experimental varification.
Although this work rcpresents a significant: step tm.¡ards
quantifying basic liqu.i c1--solic1flO\.¡ êharacteristîcs , it also
.L~
points to the continuing ne0.d for additional cxpcri.ment:al data
on the structurc of turbulent. 'shear flo\'s and the extent of
Ch.:igCS proc1uccù by suspended loads.
20
III. EXPERIMENT
The fol10vlÌng, experimental investigation has two primary
aims:
1) development of a laboratory experimental 'system
sufficiently rc1iable to insure accurate, ~epeatable
measurements of the structure of fluid turbulence in
liquid.-solid flows using standard hot-wire anemomcters¡
2) employre~t of the system to' observe the effects
.produced by an increasing concentration of neutrally





Figure 1 shows in out.line and Fig. 2 the overall view
of the turbulence flume used for this study. t'lhilc built
along the- lines of a standard tilting-rccirculating flume,
this facility incorporates features designed specifically
for turbulence studies using hot-wire anemometers.'
The four meter tunnel is supported by a section of
'aluminum channel braccd along each sidl? by smaller illuiinum
channels. and at qach end by adjusta~le. support braces. This'
coi:\bination insures a rigid, 'planar surface,.
'The support bCiam rests on four rcsilient shock mount.s
\'¡hich in turn are fastened to t,.¡o' aluminum tables. One table
is supported by a scissors jack (Fig. 3) and the other by
. i ' ,
twin swivel links (Fig. 4). The entire structure is sup-
ported by stainless steel' legs bolted to a hcavy 'woòden bas~:"'d".
The jacking arrangemcntallm.is the flume to be tilted and
then locked in place. This, together with the mass of the
. tables and the rigidity of the legs, proyicles a very scc~re
support sys tern.
The rectangular channel and divergent end sections. were
fabricatcd using standard wiridow glass (thi~kness 0 :635 em).
Picccs wcre hand selectcd from s.tock to be flm.¡-freei and-
then cut to shape and edge finishÒd. ,1\11 SCali1S \oierè filled
using DowCorning building sealant. The channclrcsts on
a Neoprene pad glued to. the support bCÐM. Lateral constraint
~(l_J~:~=~~~~~f==-- mJ'é--k-,~ ---~----=r.E-.--1.-=O~IsTA. 0 PLAN VIEW --- ---- , ,-,--;¡-~~O I _. , A
SCALE CIA
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and vertical support' is provi.c1ed by four pcd.rs of 'adjustable
aluminum angles. In combination \-/ith three internal spreaders,
these serve to fix' and hold the inside channel dimensions
at 20 em. x 10 em.
At each end of the channel modified glass 'e1bows effect
the transition from rectangular to circular cross section.
These matc with 4; i reducers which 1ccid into' the 3.8 cm re-
,turn line. The elbO\'ls, reducers, and return line are all
Pyrex acid-"/aste piping. This composi tcglass construction
makes for easy cleaning and provides a systei-.l capable of cir-'
culating a wide variety of liquids.
The return piping loop is broken near the dOvmstream ,
end of the tunnel to provide accss for the circulating pump.
This pump and its associated drive unit is bolted directly
-:,,,,. '.;; _.~.:
to the wooden base. Flexible Tygon. tubing provides coupling
into the return line. as well as providing a degree of vibra-
tion isolation and the freedom required to tilt the flume..
~~ The centrifugal pump used in this ¡study was designed
\-iith large impeller clcareinces to permit the pumping of
slurries and abrasive materials. .In combination \'1ith a
mechanical variable-speed driv~, it has performed well over-
a moderately \o~de .range of particle concentrations and flovl
rates. There is virtually no evidence of impeller wear or
of damage to the particles.
Hass f10\'1 rates are measured b~' a Venturi flowmeter
l-
placcd in the return line. Pressure dif fercnccs across tRe
nozzle arc sensed by a standing liquid manOl.ietcr \,ihich is
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obtained under controlled conditions (see Appendix A) these
values arc easily converted to flo\', rates.
A prime requisite for successful hot-wire velocity
mCù5urements is that the rIm', lÜ'lUid he free of room dust
and lint~ 'l'hesc materials tend to coat the ,..lire and offset
the calibrations. To minimize this ~ossibility, the ree-
tangular, channel "¡as fitted ,'irth Heather stripping and a
set of dust-tight lids..' In addition a tap in the return
line was fitted with a .small control valve to permit re-
moval of the liquid through an in-line filter. The filtered
liquid could be returned to the tunnel by siphoning or be
stored in glass carboys for future use (Fig. 5). ,Particles
"lCre r(ò:tained in the tunnel by a fine screen over the suc-
tion port.
To reduce the possibility of spreading liquid spills
due to rupture of the channel or return line, a safety
catch box "i as constructed. A large (2.54 'cm) baii valve
, r,
. ,
discharges into this box for situations requiring rapid
f hime drainage..
TIfE' INSTRUMENT CARRIAGE
Figure 6 shm.!s the instrument carriage assembly in place,
:on the flume. The unit ..,¡as designed to replace one of the
covers so that the tunnel remains dust-tight.
The carriage and vertical feed ride on across-stream
slide supported by a pair of longitudinal slides bedded into
the Plexiglas base. ".rhe nilled access allm.:s a longstream
travel of 46 em and a cross-~trc¿~ traverse of 20 em. The
Z)
FIG. 6. INSTRUMENT CARIAGE ASSEMLY
bns~ :i ~ r;upported by three pëlir~ of nc1justahl0. legs :rc!-t1::Îng
on t.he aluminum channel. Once leveled i the assembly is locked
in place with C-clamps.
. The' requiicment that the tunnel remain scaled nccessi-
tated a rattier unus~al longitudinal drive. A worn and whcci
gear pair drives two hard rubber rollers, one at. each end
of the assembly.
.These rollers alternately take up or i at
out a thin Teflon sheet ,'¡hich is attached to the instrument
port on the cross-stream slidc ~ In this way the .carriage
may be moved in the longstrcam direction without uncovering
the access. The carriage position may be read to the nearest
0.1, cm by means of a steel rule fixed to the assembly base.
Cross-st.ream position is also determined using a stael
rule. Mounted on the instrument port, it allows position
measurements to the nearest 0.1 'Cff. .
The instrument housing on the vertical feed has been
designed to accomodate a variety of probes. These extand
through a 'Plexiglas port on the cross-stream slide and have
full vertical and transverse freedom without disturbing
the dust7tight integrity. Vertical position is measured to
the nearest o. OOl cm with a vcrnicr scale mounted on the
carriage.
THE DATA ACQUISITION' SYSTEM
Figure 7 shm.is schematically the system used to measure,
:recorcl ,and analyze the structure of ,fluid turbulence. in
various liquid-solid floHs. In detciil, . this system con-
















































































































































































































































































































The Vcloci ty Probe
lIot-\.¡r:e probc~ mounted on the instrument carriage con- -
sti tute the actual veloci t~r sensors. The p05~ibility of high
mechnnica1 stresses due to particle-wire collisions required
the use of unusually heavy clements. Kovar \-irc (0.00381 em
diameter) \"as selected to provide the required c1ur6.ility
while maintaining moò.crate scnsitivi ty and frequency response.
T..l0 probes \'ere constructed: a t\.lO ,.lire, horizontal
x-array (Probe no. 1) and single wire inclined at 45 degrees
to the vertical (Probe no. 2). In each, stainiess steel
tubing (30 Crtl 10rig, x 0 :341 cn o. d.) ,.¡as terminated by an. "
insula ting cap. Pairs of long need~es bedded into the. cap
served as the wire supports. Needle spacing on P~obe no. 1
established a \-lire aspect ratio (l~ngth/diarneter) of 120
\'hile spacing on Probe no. 2 resulted in'a - rati6 of 93.4.
No insulating coating was required on the wire or their sup-.




A two-channel, constant-temperature ancmome ~~r (Flow
Corp.) \'ias used to excite the hot-\-iireprobes and to 'sense
the variations in rate of flow past the wire. The' operating
e.
principles of this kind of apparatus are well known (Corrsi.n,
1963) and will be described only briefly. . .. "
A hcatcd \-ire placed in a fr~e stream of fluid will be
cooled as a function of thecira.tc of heat transf~rat its
surface. This heat transfcr depends on
1) flow, velocity
2) temperature difference hetween wire and fluid (i.e.
the overh0ut rutio)
3) physi,cal prop0r-tics of the fluid
4) dimensions and physicu1 properties of the wire
(Hinzc, 1959) ~
Hot-\.lÌre ancl.i:)uetry usually attempts to correlate fluctua-
tions in the cooling rate. with . fluctua~ions in the velocity
field. However, even ,.,i th the renaining paramet,ers known
and constant an exact functional relationship is difficult
to derive.
King (l914), assuming potcntial flow and continuum
dynamics, developed a theoretical expression for the heat
transfer from a wire. Using a rotating arm, he verified
the results experimentally and arrived at an expression which
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- current through the wire;
total el~ctrical resistance of the wire
af ter hea ting .
- ~iectrica1 resistance of the wire at the
fluid temperature.
- a conversion constant (See ßinze, 1959).
- heat conductivity of the fluid.
- wire length. .
- \-iire resistance at some reference temperature.
- temperature coefficient of electrical
resistivity of the viire.
- fluid. density.
- specific heat of the fluid a~ constant pres-
sure.
- wire diameter
- total vcloci ty
r:(i. 1 may h0.viritten in ii~ More ~t(lnddrÙ form
l2e := ri--lA -/- £3 V lJ (2)
~w-~
vihere the constants A and T3 nre si.mply dependcnt on the
physical properties of the viire and liquid.
'lhe rather idealizcd assuffp-tion of flm-i conditions and
tempera ture distribution and the qucs,tionable expcrimcntal
methods used by I'~ing have promptcd numerous ùddi tional in-.
vestigations. Despite extensive effort the essential form
of the equation derived by King remains unchanged.
J~ramers (1946) i for examplc, studied in detail the
nat.ure of hóat transfcr from a wire. With the exception of-
modified expressions for A and B his equat.ion has the same
form as Eg. 2.
l-10re recently, Collis and t'iilliarns (1959) experimentally
investigated the mechanism of heat 'transfer. Their work 'cx-I '. ,
tCúded from low velocities, where frce convectlon effects
may prcdominatc, up to the range where vortex streets form
in the wakc of the \.1irc. The experiments lead to the fol-.
lowing expression:
~
¡V (7;,. )_0./( ::7:
I'
,A -/- l3i? (3)
\-ihcrc . N _ Nusse1t Number (a dimcnsionlcss hcat transfer
coefficient)
mean temperature betwecn stream and \..drc .
surface temperature of the wire
_ constants depondent on the wire and fluid prop(
_ coefficient dependent on thc flow vclocity






'l'he cqiwtion indicates the cori-iplicatcd funct.ional ~cpende.nce
of the heat transferred' on thc fluid and wire properties
as Hell as on the velocity. Notmvorthy . is the Üse of a
variable exponent n rather than the fixed exponent (0.5)
employed by King.
Al though representing a significant improvement in
reliabili ty, the fo-rm of Eq. 3 docs .not readily lend itself
to applied hot-,.lire anemomctry. ñ series of investiga-tions
described by Richardson and HcQuivcy (1968) incorporated the
work of Collis and 11i1liams and showed that fQr continuum,
incompressible flO\'lS the relationship bett'iecn heat 1055





which is noticeably similar to Eg. 2 but incorporates the
variable exponent n.
"; In practic~ Eg. 4 is only slightly!'less difficult to
apply than Eq. 3. While the wire current I and the resistance'
i
value~ are easily measured, the constants A and B are best
obtained by individual calibration rather than-by calculation.
This is complicated by the fact that the exponent n Sho\-1S
a marked dependence on flo\'1 conditions. Collis and Williams
found that it could range bet,-ieen 0.3 .. 0.4'5. In an attempt
to climinat.e this difficulty, Eq. -1 \'ias used in the present
experiment' simply as a guideline for a computer curve fit-
tin/) routine.
Under calibration or cxpcrirnentnl conditions, the
electrical output of the hot-~'1Ìre ancmometer provides the
informati?n necessary to solve the left-hand side of Eq. 4
dircctly. The wire "cold" resistancc R can be read on9
the front panel after balancing an. iht~rnal bridge. The
"hot" resistance Rw is fixed for liquid flows at 1.1 R .. 9
This insures' an overheat ratio k of 1. l.
In the constant temperature mode of opera'tion -the elec-
trical resistance of the heated wire is held cdnstant. ' An
electronic feedback network in the bridge circuit corrects
any fluctuations in the wire t6mpeiature. The feedback
.' current I is passed through a fixed prccision resistor.
The resultant .drop provides the voltage available at' the
anemometer output.
The response of this system, in combination \-iith a
\-ire compensation circuit, insures a frequency rèsponsè
many times higher than suggested by the inherent time con~,'
stant of the uncoÐpcnsated sensor e
The right-hand side of Eg. 4,contains the unkno\!/nvelo-
city U nnd constants Ai B, and n. The con~tants \.¡ere 'deter--
mined using a ~alibration procedure described in Appendix'
B . The values together \.¡i th the resistanccs and the over-
hent ratioi were then used to determine the rclationshi~
between output voltage and ve~ocity.
The Monitors and Filter
1\s shm.¡n in Fig. 7 the anemometcr ou.t:put \~¡elS raonitorcc!
using a digital voltmeter and a dual-beam ,oscilloscope.
'1'hc vol t.iÚcter displayed the DC level while the oscilloscope
was used to set the feedback gain, and to monitor the level
of voltage fluctuations and the filter output.
The variablc filter (I\rolin.-iii t.e) \'ms used in, a 10\'~-
pass ~ode to climinate that portion of the output signal
produced by systcm vibration and electronic noise (AIGO hz).
In addition thc moderately sharp cut-off provided an upper
frequcncy limit. This was used ,in selecting a data sampl-
ing rate (see Data Rcduction Considerations).
The Digital Recording System
The voltage output from the variable filter was pro-
cessed in a single channcl analog~to-digi tal converter
(Digi tal Equipment Corporation l.10del AD08-A). ' Using the
techniquè of successive approximation, this unit produced
¿
a ten-bit binary work representing the analogue' of the input
signal. System accuracy was 0 ~ 1% of full scale, Il/2 of the
,least sigpificant bit (quantizing error).
.',P
The buffer register of the 1\-to-D ~onverter ~ias sampled
using a small digital computer (Digital Equipment Corpora-
tion PDP-8S) 0 Since the size of core ,memory available
(4096 l2-bit words) precluded statistical computations, this
to
unit served simply as a data storage system. The program
used (see Appendix C) allm.¡ec1 selection of a variable scan
rate and the acquisition of 2556 samples. The record length
was thus depend~nt on the scan rate used.
Output from the PDP-8S was via teletype and a punched
paper tape unit (ASR-33). Tape format was in ASCII (8)
code punched at a rate of ten characters per second.
Data Conversion and Processing
All data processing was performed. on an IBM 360/65 sys-
tem (IBM Manual A22-682l-7). Since' direct input ,of paper
tape data was not possible on this machine, all tape was
converted to punched, cards. The c arcls, each lrlÌ th l2 samples,
servcd as raw data input t.o the processing programs. The
progr,ams arc tabulated in Appendix C. All data reduction
considerations were based on a series of preliminary experi-
mental runs (see Data Reduction Considerations).
THE FLOW LIQUID
All experimental runs were conducted in silicone oil
with a kinematic visco~ity of 1.0 centistroke (for physical
propertïes see1\ppcndix D). This stable dielectric liquid
was selected because it
1) permits the use of uncoatcd hot-wire sensors. This
eliminates the possibility of coating damage due to
partiêle-lrlire collisions and increa:~es the frequency
response of the sensor.
2) is available in a viscosity \oihich' sirPlifies Reynolds
number similari ty to water flows.
3) eliminates the need for "wetting" the particles.
4) reduces attraction between particles due to sur-
f ace chargc.
5) eliminates the possibility of algal grm.ith lrihich ..
oft.en 'develops in \-later flows!
6) . is safe to handle and will not react with the plastic
particles. The.se features j,n combi.nation t,.:i th ,its on-
thc-~helf availability tend to offset its relatively
high cost.
'l'llE BXPEHIHEN'llj\.L Pl\R'lICLES
Expandable polystyrene particlós (Sinclair-Koppers,
Dyli te F-40-C) \t.'ere selected for use in the experiment.
This material c~:mt¿iins 5-8% by ,.¡eigh.t of a volatile, saturated
paraffinic hydrocarbon. l'!hcn heated above 77°C the hydro-
carbon acts as a "blowing agent" causing the particles to
expand. Careful metering of the heat applied allm.is control
of the expansion. This technique was used to produce particles
with a sp~cified density.
,For the neutrally buoyant case.i particles ''lith a speci-
fie gravity of 1.05 were first expanded' using steam. Care
\.¡as taken to insure uniforrrl heat distribution so that the
particles remained spherical. 'Next an effort was made to.
determin~. the relationship between particle size' and density.
iFloating samplcs of differii:g nominal diameter inacontainér
of flow liquid indicated that only particles from the 30 mesh
(u. S. Sieve Designation) screen possessed the desired deri~:ity
. range; smaller particles were -too heavy i larger particles '
\-¡ere too light.
After sieving each expan~ed lot i the selected particles
\-¡ere handculled using a double flotation process. This
tedious'routine finally yielded' spherical particles ,.;ith a
specific gravity range of 0 .ei 7-,0..84 at 25°C and.a nominal
diameter of 595 micron.
'.1 U
'l'HE Cm'-ICEN'l,Pl'~'lION Si\111'LBH
Figure 8 shm-¡s the appcly.tiLus used to sample the con.-
centration (by weight) of Buripendod particles. A sectiori
of stainless stcel t.ubing (0.313 CEi o.d. x 0.027~ em "¡ùll)
was shåped to form the probe. Hountcd on the instrurJcnt
carriage , it is connected to a 50 mlcentrifuge flask by a
length of surgical tubing and a glass petcock.
Samples are drawn by siphoning.. The adjustable stand
allo\\s the prcssure head to be set so tha.t the f10Vl rate in
the probe is equal to the local flui.d velocity in the channeJ
Two balances were used in weighing the samples: an
Ohaus (Hodel 310) beam balance, with an accuracy of 0.01 9 i
and a sartorius digital analytical balance, ~i1Ìth an accuracy
of 0.001 g.




Prior to the experimental runs, a careful study of the
£10\'1 characteristics of the turbulence flume \'as performed.
The instr~uent ~ssembly was clamped in l1acc spanning
stations 150-200 (an arbitrary location ncar the end of
the test section). After calibration, hot-wire Probe no. 1
wùs removed from the test. port and mounted on the instrument
carriage. The channc1 was the~ filled to a depth of 3 em
\'ith clear silicone oil and carefully lcvcled. The hot~
~ire probe served as a point gage. ,
The requirement that all experiments be conc1uc.ted under
~ - -
fully turbulent subcritica1 condi.tions vlÌth rio loose bed"
was most simply met by maximizing the pump discharge just
short of the onset of impeller cavitation. This resulted
in the follovlingflo'il characteristics: i
Discharge Q=1100 cm3lsec
Running Depth D=2. 84 cm
Width/Depth Ratio 7:1
Hydraulic Radius Rh =2.22 crn
,
Mean Velocity U=Q/h=19 cm/see
Reynolds Number R=U4Rh=l7,800
~
Froude Number F=U =0.36
¡gD~
Liquid Temperature o'-T~25°C
No effort was ffilde during this initial study to use an
algori thm for the conversion of hotuVlire vol tage to velocity.
.~ oJ
For the qualitative infurmation required, t.he mean velocity
based on discharge was sufficiently accurate.
h preliminary' traverse over the cross-section at Station
198.5 reve¿ilcd not.iceùbic unsteadiriess in the mean £10\."
, most likely the result of return i ine and entrance condition.
This unsteadiness reciuired the inf.itallation of, a honcycomb
baffle in the diffuser section. TIiis baffle was constru6ted
from plastic drinking straws (20 em long x 0.318 cm i.d.)
filling the channel entrance and 'held in place by a Plexi-
glas ,.iedge.
.
The cross-ttream profiles shown in Fig. 9 indicate that
in combination \.¡i th the l1: 1 expansion and the convergent sec-
tion the baffle 6ffcctively eliminates flow irregularities:
- -
produccd in the return line. The slight asymmetry at ~ta-'
tion l85 (y/D=0.562) \-ias caused by an uncorrected'thermal
ihift in the hot-wire calibration.
Fig~r~ 9 also shows that over a large portion of the
ch.annel cross-section the flO\.¡ is essentially t\oTo-dirnensional i
i.e. varying only with depth and .cros~-stream position. Tnis
characteristic \-ias considered essential for the proposed
.experiment and ,'¡as the reason for the choice of the hiah
width-to-depth ratio (7: l) .
The indicated long-strema development of the vertical
velocity profiles proved to be' the r.esult ora slight non-
uniformity in running depth. 'l'his \'w,seiirÜna ted by modify-
_ing the channel slope. The resul ting profiles at Stations
185' arid 198. ~ were found to be identical (Fig. lO).
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On the basis of thesa prel i~inary sluùies, St~lion
198.5 "IUS selected as the test section. Here oper_ut.ion
near the channel centerl ine provi~cd a fully turhulent rc~imc
,'iith a vc10cit.y profilc that is uniform and t\'..o-c.irlcl1sional -
in the mean. In aùùi tion i this station was sufficiently
far upstream to assure frecdoil fro:n possible exit effects.
VOL'l'l\GE-'i'O-VELOCITY CO¡~VLRSION
Before establishing the data-reduction criteria it was
nec~ssary to develop a routine for converting the anemometer
output voltage to velocity.
The method proceeds from tbe assumption that the haat
transfer and therefore the output voltage is directly related
to: the flm.¡ vclQci ty. The rem=iining va.ri.ablcs, . including
the physical properties of the\'iire and fluid, are knm.¡n and
constant.
The voltage-velocity dependence for each \-lire of P'rohe
no . ~ 1 waä obtained using the procedure: described ;in Appen~
dix B. The data indicate that the calibration curves can
be closely approxima tad by a series of straight, lines. - Over
each 'linoar segmcnt the transfer coefficientn w~llbc a'
constant. If the mean velocity of the experimental- run Is
kno\'in ,the proper value or values of n can be selected from
the tabulcition in 1'.pi1endix B. Coinp-ining thîs \'li th the
derived values of A' and B' all-o\'s computation - of the cool-
ing velocity U given-the outpu-tvoltagc E,\lSing the _formula
E'-=A'+B'Un (5)
-.. r
'l'liis ùlgoriLhr.i and thc lincc:ir ("picce-i-;iso") appr.m~ima:l:ion
\-!US employcd in the main computer progrmn (l\ppcndix C) for
all vol tage-velocity conversions.
It rcmc:ins to determine tlie rclat.:tonship bctueen the
coolinfj velocity U and the indiv ic1uül components of the
veloci,ty f icld.
.
If, as shown in Fig. 1 l, the vcloc i ty field is described
in terms of a mean velocity U and fluctuatinfj cornpone~ts
U i, V i, and \' i, then il wire placed perpendicular to the.
r.lCan flo\-, \'ill bë subj ect to a total cooling velocity U
with a inagnit.uc1c given by
ù2= (U+u i) 2+' (v i ) 2+ (w i) 2 (6)
Expànding Eg. ,6 and rewriting yiclds
U2 2u' ul12 ('vi) 2 (\'¡Ij 2
- =1+- +(- + - +-
-2 - - - -U ,U U U ,U, (7)
Mcasurements in the turbulcnce flumc fit a Reynolds number
,~F
of l7, 800 Ü1c1icatcù t.hat Ü \-,as some 20-40 times larger than
the fluctuating ,components. For most studies, therefore i
the quadratic terms in Eg. 7 can be neglected. The output.
voltage can be considered to be simply a function ~f the
. ..
mean velocity IT and its first order fluctuations u'.
In practice, \.,hen the turbulence level u '/u is 1m'"
the heat transfer is assUi:ied to bc governcd by the mean rIm',
ficld alone. Thc small turbulent fluctuations are said to
have little or no effect on the hec:t transfer. Studies by
Sündborn (19G/.) have indicated this to he true over most
Cl:!~f'~m::(_
S¡:CïIOr-i
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rdnaes of interest.
If t.he \-ire is pÛl1)enc.:i.cular to tJiC meùn f10\.l, then
this a~Gumption allo\'m the mean velocity to be cor:\puted
directly usi.ng Eq. 5 Dnc1 the DC level of the anemometer
output:. Also, since the vcIoci ty fluctuations arc assumed
to have no effect on the heat transfer', the SDlne expression
(i. e. Eq. 5) can be used to compute u' by making use of the
instantaneous voltage output. This t.echnique was employed
in all experimerital runs to determine U and u'.
The vertical and cross-stream fluctuations v' and w'i
and the Reynolds stressos u'v' and u'w', could be determined
by making use ,of the angular sensi tl vi ty of- the hot-\-iire.
Implicit throughout the above discussion is the assump~
tion thDt only velocity components normal to the \-lÏre axis
exert a cooling effect. GeSEner (196A) has showri that this
characteristic can be uscd to determine the Reynolds stress
and the r~can square fluctua.ting velocities in a manner that
1
~s :independent of wire calibration. For wires oriented at
45 deg. to the mean flovl he derived the follovTing expres- .
sion: v' 2 = u' 2 l-iA_B 2
.MA+B xy plane (8)
w.2 = u~ 2 M 2
. A-B
MA+B xz plane (9)
u'v' = u.2 (112 - M~) (i-~+B + l-~_B).A
2~~+jJ 'Z 2(HAH.In) xy plane (10)
u · "II ,- = u' 2 (1-2 - M~) (N~-Hl + H~__B)A
=------l-22H)\+13 (f\1j\-H1n) X2 plane rll)
oJ \I
\.¡hercHA and 11ß arc equal to the rms voltc:')c output \-1Ït:h the
wire ori¿nt.cd at +~ 5° (subscript A) and -45° (subscript ß)
to the meùn flovr and Hl\+B and Hi\-B, equal the rms of the sum
and di.fference of t.hc JI and B outputs respectivc1y.
These bquatiöns were dcsjg~ed. foi use with matched
wires and were shown to work as wcll for single wire rota-
tion as fo~ a fixed X-array. Tac latter featurc was of
use in this experiment since limi tations imposed by the
singlc cJiùnnel data.~aequi5ition system precluded use of
'an X-array. Jls a result, all data were provided by ,a single
wirc placed alternately at i45° to the mean flow. Probe
no. .1 was used in the xz plane, and Probe no. 2 in the xy
plane. .
'1'he "Gessner" reduction progrelm (Appendix C) _combines
the data obtaincd hsing .the perpendicula~ wire with that ob-
tained u~ing inclined wires and provides as output the RC~-
nolds stress u' v' i U 'w', and the mcan square' fluctuations
f
vl2"and \01.2. No effort.\'las made to obtain the actual values.
'of vll, and w', since the nas values are of primary interest.
DATA RLDUC'l'ION CONSIDEHATIONS
..
Any data acquisition and reduction syste~ is inherently
'a source of signal distortion~ Electronic noise and lack
of response i.n combin¿¡tion \'iith algorithM and së.mpling cr-
rorg often produce a result that is a poor anë.loguc of the
natural process under investigation.
'rhe systcr.i characteristj cs of thc hot-\-lirc anemometer
i.:ere rnec.sured under actual operúting concH tic)!!.c:. 'lIeaLcd and
iiïilierscd in sili.cono oil, t.he ""ire vms i5ubjcGt.ccl to a ~;cllJar(!
,'iave signal produced by cln internù.l calibrator. The rc-
sponse of the feedback loop to this 10 mv pulse 'was measured
on the oscilloscope and is shm.¡n 5.n Fig. 12. As -provided
in thc operating instructions, the upper frcqucncy limit
F of the system can be computed by determining the time
u
intcrval /: t (in ll sec) required for the signal to' reach the
-3 mv level from its peak value and substituting this into
the formula
¡: =: ~ 75
Å -I ¡(hz.. (12)
Fig. 12 shm-;rs A t to be approximately 1.0 msec and the upper
frequency limit therefore to be 275 hz. The results \-lCre
identical for all wires.
This calibration procedure ,,,as conducted under zero-
veloci tycondi tions. At higher flovl rates the response \.,111
be slightly increased, thus insuring ~ sufficiently high
r::
frequency level for the proposed turbulence experiments.
The electronic noise of the ancmometer systeri \.,hich
appears as IIhashll oh the oscilloscope trace (Fig .12) i
provcd to bc negligible. Its 5 mv level is below the resö1u-
,
tion of the A.-to-D converter. Also, preliminary runs in-
dicatcdan expectcd signal-to-noise ratio C?f 10 for the
fluctuating voltages and -400 for the DC signal level .
Such valucs assure accuratc signal di~crimination.
'-lith thc exception of the inclinec1-\'lre data, aii




Voltage = 10 mvlcm
Time Base = 0.5 inseclcm

recognized that the voitage-to-~veiocity algorithr.~ C:iSCU5scd
in the previous section is likely to introduce a finite
error 'becDuse of tho linear approximation and the use of
first..order heat trans'fer theory. Esti.matiom:; based on
previous investigations (Sandborn, 19ß2) and on the calibra-
tion dùta indicate t.hat. this error can be kept sr.ialler
.than 1-2% by selecting small linearizing intervals and flo\./s
wi th 10\-1 turbulence levels e If not amplified by sampling
or other analysis' er'rors, this is a modest value.
Prior to' any processing, all voltage data' \.¡erecoll-
verted from their oontinuous analog torm into a series ot,
discrete digital values. This. quantizing proceSs, because
. . . ;
it necessarily involves some approximation, may introduce
errors in both the amplitude and the time or frequency
domains.
The degree of amplitude error, is governed by the
. accuracy of the A-to-D converter. For the system used
i
this was quoted at 0.1% of Full Scale ~1/2 of the least
significant bit. Thé resultant error can usually be ig-
nored.
Accurate reproduction of the spectra.l character of the
analog signal by .its digital repres~ntation is detei:ined
by the sampling rate. l'lhena continuous signalF(t) is
sampled at a ra to. of lIT samples/see i frequency c~mponents
in the resultant digital record greater than 11 ITradians/s~1
cannot be distinguished from those ,iIi the 0- 'T IT range. . "'hi:
foiding or "aliasing" of the frequency spectruti can be el-
...if
iminatcd by celecting a smnpling interval at cucli that
6t=l/2Fn 'with the "Nyquist" or cutoff frcquency Fn chosen
such that there is no significant spcctral energy above
it. The sclection of this value for the proposed experiment
was based on a series of preliminary runs"
Examination of, the ånemometeroutput during these
runs revealed a noticcable spectral peak around 60 hz. On
the assumption that this 0as a product of pump vibration
and elcctrical pickup, the peak was eliminated by low-
pass filtering. Then as a check, a qualit.ative spectral
study was made using a selected cut-off frequency of 40 hz
and sampling rate of SO/sec.
The results, shm,¡n in Fig. l3, indicate that the bulk
of turbulent energy lies below 15 hz and that it approaches
zero as the I! 0 hz liffi t is approached. This decay tends
to support the assumption as to the source of .the 60 hz
peak "_
t~' The 40 hz cutoff and the resultant 80/sec sampling
rate was ~sed in all subsequent experimental runs.
with available core memory in the PDP-8S comput~r set
at 2556 \-lOrds, choice of se:mpling rate aUt""matically fixed
the single-pass tecord length. Using a rate of 80/sec,
this was approxLnately 32 sec, providing an attainable
frequency resolution Af of o. 03 9~ hz. To a great extent
these values determine the accuracy of the statistical
computations. Particular attent.ion \-laS given to the re-
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For 2N renl dntn points XO,x1"'. ,X2N-1, . the scicritific
subroutine RIIñRH (II3I- Hanual 1120-0205-3) uses the Fast
Fourier Transform (Cooley and Tuke~, 1965) to compute the
r"cal coefficients aO' ai' . . . aN-1 an(l bi' . . ., bN-i i.ii
Xj= .Y, a..
¡V-I J' ) i. :T
-I £. (&IC ('~5 -ljK -1- t-K S/N"l7:: l- Z aN (-1))(=1 N ,. J( (13)
where j=O,l,... ,2N-l
This method. is used in the main reduction program (Appendix
c) .
A plot of (ak2+bk2)/bf for each frequency component
represents the rm,,¡ "perioclogiam", an ;indication of the
spectral distribution of energ~ density. llowever. since
each of these points has o~ly b.lO degrees of freedom (Bingham'
et al., 1967), this ~lot is a rather poor spectral estimate.
Reduction of the large error barsi with a fixed record
length, requires either additional runs and the formation
,.l; . ii.. . .
of an ensemble, or sacrifice 1n frequency resolution by
averaging over a number of adjacent points in a single
record. Whichever method is selected i the increase in dc-
grees of freedom is a simple nultipic of t~10~ e.g. the
.average of' five points has ten degrees of freeclor..
The procedure' used in the turbulence experiments allows
a ,combination of the above options bascd on the require-
ments of each indiviùual run.
,At each vertical location \';~1ere spectral information
is required, two 32-sec records are obtained . Representing
a compromise nccessitated by the 510\'1 speed ,of, the PDP-aS
output p'.nch, these ùata can be averùgcf.1 ovcr the ensemble
or the indiviùual record in û manner designed to provide
optimum reliability with sui table frequency resolution.
For example, the spcctra of several preliminary runs repre-
sented ten point averages reSulting in a resolution of
0.391 hz ûnd giving each point 40 ~egree~ of freedom.
COì'JCENTPJ'.TION HEI\SUREî,jENTS
The average weight concentrûtion of suspended particles
was uscd to set the initial conditions för each liquid-
solid' run. Particles \';crc addeù to the knm'!n vo1ul.le of oil
in the flume' incarefuiiy weighed amounts. Then, at the
comp1etiòn of each run, after conputation of the mean
velocity profile, measurements were made to obtain the actual -
concentra tion over the vertical.
The concentration sampler ~..¡as used to obt.ain three 50 ml
samples at each of ¿ix vertical locations. Use of the velo-
city data allowed the internal flow rate of the probe to' be
set equal to the local fluid velocity at each 
point.
Next, total weight (liquid + ,particles) was determined
for each 'sàmple. The particles were then separated, dried,
and weighed. The~rcsultant weight concentration could be
converted to volu.me concentration by uslngthcre1.ationship
% By Volume .= 0.80 (% By Weight)
This relationship is govcrned by the packing density, and
\'ias dctermined by observing the volume incrca~rc 'in 
a gra.du-
atcd vial caused by the addition of a known veight of cxpcri-
mcntal part.icles.
SUt-U"1lRY OF 'I'HE EXPElU!.1IH'li\ T, PlWCEDURE
Each experimental run proceedcd j n the ~o11owing fauhion:
l) The turbulence flume war. ,fillcc1 to the selected operating
depth with a filtered and weighedarnount of silicone oil.
Depth and surface checks were performed using hot-wi~e Prob~
no. 1 as a point gage.
2) A' wcighed sample of neutrally buoyant p~rticlcs were
introduced and the average\'icight concentration calculated.
3) In st.ill liquid, the null resistance R of each hot-\'1Ìren
was measured and the ambient tcnperaturc recorded. During
the experimental run, pump and frictional heating caused
. a slO\'¡ increase in liquid tcmperature. This \.¡as carefully
checked and R adj usted to maintain an overheat ratio ofn
1. l.
4) with the wires heated, the feedback and compensation
networks ~ere tuned.
5) The circulating system \.¡as started and the. pump speed
~' -¡-:- '
adjustcd to provide the required discl-arge. This discharge
was constant for all experimental nms'.
6) The flo\'¡ depth \'1aS measured and channel slope adjusted
to insure uniform flow.
7) The instrumen~ c~rriage was fixed in place at Station
198.5 and the probe positioned on the channel centerIine.
(All primary experimental data ~cre obtain¿d at this 10ca-
tion. ) The recorded raw voltages represent the following
measuring scquence:
a. with hot-wire Probe no. 1 perpendicular to the mean
flow, two 32-sec records were taken át each of six
locations along a vertical.
b. Next, Probe no. 1 was placed first at +4!i anù then
-45 degrees to the mean £10\'1. In each position the
resultant output signal was sampled for 32-sec, with




c. Then Probe no. 2 was mounted on the instrument
carriage and used to taJ~e :!45° measurements at the same
vertical locations as in step b.
8) The experimental data was processed as follows:
a. All punched paper tape output was transferred to
punched cards'"
b" ,The volatge data from step a of the measuring
sequence (above) \'iere converted to instantaneous velo-
cities uh using a voltage-to~velocity .algorit~~. After
this step, the main computer program was used to cal-
culate:'
The mean vel~ci ty
. AI
y-= -. £ iií~
¡V h,=-I' , (14).
\'iith N '=: the number of samples
The .roo~-mean-square velocity
. ,J - ~
r=:;(:: r -l £. (LLíl.- li )V .-ii u: L N I,=-' ~ '(15)
The auto-correlation function
¡/ j ., . . . V'
~- I ./ //J,-l;=)//l - if (16)ie. -~ -_.-; I Z. (, (.(.4 - u/l j -1+ / ~/' ,;) 1\- ci + k;; I d.
with j=l, 2,3, . . . representing the
number of t.iMe lags
bl)
The Fourier coefficients ilk and bk in/'-I , J
X=-I/ t2 ./- 2- (a.l~ CI::57TJ_l: ,..J,,,$/N7fjK)r%I1Nl-I) (17)~, /Z C) K. / .I -j.- Q .
\'ith j-O,J.,2,3,... ,2N-'i
c. The data obtained in steps b .and c of the measuring
sequence \'ere not converted to velocities; instead
the respective rms levels were used in the Gessner
Reduction Program (l.ppendix C) to yield the Reynolds.
stresses u' v' and u' w' and the cross-stream velocity'
components v i and w i ~
9) After computation of the mean velocity gradient, the
actual concentration of suspended part~cles ,,¡as determined
using the concentration sampler.,
10) At the completion of the experimental runs, the hot-
\'ire calibration was' repeated in order to evaluate 
any shift
in the wire ,constants A i and B'.
T l\BLE 1












D = l.7i18 cm
A = 35.52 cm'-
S = O. 00i12l cm/cm
Q = lOOOcm 3/SCC
J = O. 8 1 8 gm/ ce
\7 = 1.0 x iO-2 cm2/see
Rh = l. 49 l' cm
Up = Q = 28.15 croIseeA '
m - Un4Rn ~ 16,800V
U.l
~ 25°C
u* = ¡gRh-l - 2.480 cm/see






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































iv. RESULTS lJ,;D cor'~CLUSIONS
Concentra tion Heasurement.s
Hot-wirc r.eusurcments '..iere obtained ut six differen.t
mean values of suspendcd load. The initial run (NC 0) was
performed in clear siliconc oil and serves as . the reference
for each subsequent run. Concentration graaicnts for the
r
liquid-solid runs arc shm'm in Fig. 14. Run designations
NC 1 to NC 5 are in order of incrcasing mean concentration.
Each linear plot represents a best fit (by eye) to ttie rm.,
data. No ef£ort ,'/as made to average or to produce a least-
squares fit.
The noticeable departure of each of the concentration
.gradicnts from a constant value is caused by the slight
-
variation? (-2%) in particle density. The deviation from
neutral buoyancy produces a particle assemblage with a finite'
fall velocity and results in maxi.iim11 concentration values
at the bottom boundar~'. To estir:a te the average fall velo-
ci ty the 'transi t time for each of 75 particles falling in
a 1arge-diameter, graduated column of silicone oil ,,/as mea-
sured. The' assemblage average was 0.371 em/sec ~ 24°C.'
In addition to the obvious mass variations in the ver-
tical, the suspend,cd load also produces an increase in flO\.,
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an expression origin~iiy derived by Eilers (194l) for laminar
flm.¡s but holding \-lith Dufficien't accuracy for many turbulent,
liquid-solid flo\Vs (~ee Fi~. l5, Elata and Ippen, 1961).
Solving Eq ~ 18 over the concentrat.ion ranges indicated in
Fig. 14 (0-3.5%) sho\'s the maximum change in viscosity to
be roughly 8%, with a l% variation ovcr an individual run.
Efforts to support these calculations with direct measure-
ments were unsuccessful. The ~light viscosity changes were
below the viscometer resolution and resulted in widely
scattered, inconsequential data. There is no doubt, howevèr,
that the flow dynamics remain completely Newtonian in be-
havior at the Im'1 suspended concent:tationsemployed in this
exper iment.
Mean Velocity Comparisons
A comparative plot of the mean velocity profiles over
the vert:ical is shm.¡n in' Fig. 15. The sampling locations
were confined to the central region oi the flow to insure
(1' '
'hot-wire measurements free of surface or bottom boundary
effects. In addition, efforts to extend the r.easuremcnts
close to the bed during the liquid-solid runs \.;ere hampered
by the tendency of the particles to lodge beneath the wire.
..
As a result, close proximity meásuremcnts were possible only
in the clear-liquid case. The remaining p~ofiles extended
to within one or two particle diameters of the b~d.
It is apparcnt that the presence of a suspended load
pro(1uces rath0.r marked ef fects on the mean velocity struc-
ture. Over, the measured region, increasing concentrations
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rcsul t in û general f lo"v decclei-û tion. One m'lY a;;::umc, if
the volume discharge remains cOi-r.itant, Uwt the external
region of the flow must concurrently experience an ûccelcra-
tion. 'l'hese rcsul t:.. are quali. tntively similar to prcviou5
experimental data for small particles' (Dni1y and Robertsi
1966). Of note, howcver, is the fact that the suspended
concentrations used in this experiment are suhstantially
1m'¡er than those of previous investigators. Daily and Roberts,
for cxumple, report findings obtained at 15% conc.entrations,
while Elata and Ippen (1961) WOrked with volume concentrù-
tions up to nearly 30% . That rather large variations are
observed at low concentrations in this experiment is be-
lievecl to be the result of the increascd sensitivity ùffordcd
by the' use of a hot-\'lÌre anemoi-:eter. This instrument hope-
fully would rçpresent some improvement over the stùndard
Pitot tube.
An exact analytical description o~ the mean velocity
pr8files, vàlid over the entire range of suspended particle
concentrations" is 'difficult to derive. As shown in "Fig.
16, the clear-liquid 'profile is for the most part adequately




:: - 2k.1 log Y.
Ym
(19)
with Urn .- mean velocity ~ Yrn
U :: mean velocity ø Y
u* .- Shear velocity
k - von Karman const.ant
Soi!\e slight departure is not.ed ¿w the bonnclory ,layer rcgi-on
is approache:c1. r,au fer (1951) found - t.his lransi tion point
'.. " ..- I
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nùc:u" Y == 30 -- lu* which in this cxpcr:ilïi(mL \'i.th u* == 2.480
cmlsee givcs y -- O.l209 cm and a y/D == 0.0692. This is i.n
fair agreement with the dat.a ot Figs. 15 and 16, alt:houcrh
..
additional points near thc boundary are required for an
,accurate check. One should note that 'this boundary layer
thickncss is of thc order of tHO particle diumeters--a. point
which may be of some importance in later discussions of
turbulcnce modification.
With increasing sus~ended load the mean velocity de-
viates rathcr sharply from the clear-liquid profile. Over
the linear regions in Fig. 16 the variation can still be
describcci by a logarithmic function ,.lith decreasing values
tif the von Karman constant (ranging from 0.385 to 0.240).
At higher concentrations, hm:¡cver, this sing1e-pùrametcr'
fit must give way to more complicated multiple-parameter
functions. Elata and Ippen (J.961), by extending the, rea-
soning used by Pranc1tl (1'925) in his "~ixing l.ength'. theori~s,
introduced an addi tionalfunction f 2 depc~dent on the con-










\'li th Co == volume concentration at Y/Ym
Although, as noted in their report, this equation serves
to prescnt experimental data in some. plausible form, the
required graphical determinations introduce wide. scatter.
As a result the general applicability of Eq. 20 i~ unclcar.
Increased confidence seems to require sOr;e check of the vali-
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c1jt:y of t.hc eisr:inipt:,ions nr;0.c1 in jl:,~ cl0riv;it.-inn. In turn
such information can be provided only by a far mOre ùübdlcd
understanding of the structure or tuxbulencc -inliquid-Golid
flows than is presently available. Some p.:r'l.ial insight.
into this problem can be provided by the mean velocity pro-
files themselves e
'l'he trend displayed 1.n Fig_ 15 seems indicative of a
general reduction in vertical momentum transport with in-
creasing suspended load. The initially blunt turbulent
profile is tending towards the sharper laminar profile.
This uould seem to support the hypothesis that' turbulence
damping, is to be expected at high. ~article cóncentrations ~
. .
Such reasoning, ve~y much in yogue until recently,' over-
looks the fluctuating components of the turbulent velocity
field. As detailed by Townscnd (1956), the structure of
turbulent shear flm', is a func.tion of the interaction of
these com~ortents with the mean velocity ~ A reduction of
fluid momentum close. to the boundary is not necessarily
correlated 'I,Ti th a general reduction i.n turbulence level_
Indeed i Schubauer and Klebanoff (1951), studying boundary
layers in adverse pressure gradients i found increasing, .
reduction in momentum to be correlatcd with increasing
turbulence levels. It seems clcar that any cffort to assess
turbulcnce modifications must study not only the meanvelo-
city field but also its flt1ctUë;tingcowponcnts.
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Turbulence Intensity
Figs. 17 and is show the vertical distribution of the
longstrcmn velocity fluc.tuat.:i.ons relative to the shear vclo-
cit.y u*. The clcùr-liguiù profile cli.sp1ays a. steady il1,-
creasc in rms level as the boundary is approached. The
characteristic peak near the bed is 1ndicative of the region
of maximum 'turbulence production and the general. dominance
of viscosity in this region. Again a reduced såmpling inter-
val is required to delimit the maximum accurately~
The behavior of the rms levels with increasing suspcnded,-
particle concentrations is shown in Fig. 18. A general re-
structuring of the dis.tributions is evident. Initj.ally there
is a slight reduction thr~ughout the vertical and an indi-
cation of some turbulence damping. wi th increasing sus-
pended load i hm.¡ever, the trend is defini têly tm'Tards in-
creasing turbulence intensity. Although difficult to dis-
cern, there is the suggestion of a much less rapid increase
in-the ,.¡all region ( y/D = 0.15) than fùrther 'out. '1ith
the exception of. NC 5 eac:h of the intervening' rms levels
is belo~l that of NC 1 at the bed sampling point (y/D =O.Og-o).
In the light of these resul t5 and because so niuch im-
portance is placed on the accurate measurement of turbulence
intensi ty ,t\.iopossib1e sources of error should be disc1.tssed.
Any hot-wire probe operating in a liqriid-solid flow is
subject to colli.sions bebmcnthc particles and the \-iire.
Prior to the experimental runs i.t ,'ias rcasonud that if the
,'lre sil):vived, thc~se collisions ,'¡ould produce high frequency
components in the output signal (very similar to nstrumming"
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the \'ire). 'rhesc ùnorii.:lies should be ùbove our. range of
interest (0-l1 0 hz)and could therefore be filtered ~:)Ut.
At the st:ùrt of the eY-per irnn-ntal run~ it became evident
that this was not entirely th6 c~se. Visual examination
of the o~cilloicopo trace revealed tha t simvlc low-pass
filtering still permitted vibration components to pass.
i
Particle-\./ire collisions appùrently rcsult in a rùther
broadband introduction of energy. Admit tcdly this' energy
level is quite lOv11 pùrticulnrly at low ~uGpcnded loads.
If the conccntration \'ùs carricd beyond 5% i ho'Viever, there
is a pössihility of significant c~ror.
At the c.oncentrations employed in this ey-periment the
errors introduccd by particlc-wire collisions \'erc deemed
negligible. Their cumulative effect \'ms very much smaller
than the energy levels of the velocity field. If this t-icre
no~ the case, it would seem that in regions of high conccn-
tration, i.c. near the boundary, nnd therefore increased
collisions, the rms levels would be substantially higher
"
than furthcr out. As has been indicated, this is not the
case.
The secondpossiblc source of error involves the shear
ve16city u*. ThcKe Is some indication (see Discussion),
that increasing particle concentrations may result in de-
creased boundary shear stress i:. ' 1'ny such. red:uction ",/ould
necessarily imply a reduction in .the shear velocity . (since
, t-l
u* == J-t~) and \'lûuld refiul t in"j'
5ho\'ln in Fig. 17 c.nd 18. '1'110
sorne errors in the data points
con~tant u* vnlue u~ed in the
norinùlizinCj of each of tlie~;; points \o!àS dictated by the slope
av
of the íi:c:c sur face. ~1i Lh,in tlie measurclilünL accuracy
at tainahle this rein::ineù con~.. tant o'/er cach of thc 1icmid-.. .
solid rum;.
'l'his pO~j~;ible source of error \'us tilso di.~;rcg:ürùcd
since any rcduction in shear velo 7 -Ly\-ould only re~:;ult
in an increase in the normalizcd 'cs. Thi.s in turn would
tend to reinforce the previous f- )s that rms levels
were increasing with increasing ~ ~ndcù particle concen-
tra tions.
A comparative plot of the rm~:; levcls for each of the
fluctuating velocity COIL\pOnents u', v', and \.¡' is shm.¡n in
Fig. ,19. Each point has been norr,lU.lizcd u~jing a selected
mean velocity value DO (see Table 2).
The accuracy of the v' and w' levcls is somewhat below
that of the u' measurements. As shqvTn i.n Goldbcrg (1966)
a slight angular misalignmcnt can causc. rather substantial
errors _in X-array measurements. Vie\-cd qualitatively how-
i
ever, the comparison plot displays sóme rather interesting
fea turcs .
rl'hc behavior Qf each component is similar. t-Ii th da-'.
crcafjing relative dcpth (y/D) t.here is a gradual increase
inintensi ty, \./i th a peak ya1uc ncar the bed. The laterill
fluctuat.ions vi' display a more gradual increasci \'lhi1e the
u 'and v' values arc nearly identical. In 'liquid-solid
runs NC i t.hrough NC 5 t.here in a steady, :i.ncreasc in the
rm~:; level for each cOnlponen t above y In' = 0.15. Closer to
the bounùar.y and reIn Li vü t.o the clear liciuid run, this
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conoiDtent increase is noted only tit the highe~ conccn-
trations. Theie variations cloarly indicate that the pre-
sence of a suspended load does not simply produce a re-
distribution. of turbulence intencity (for cxmnplc ,'incrcas-
ing u' lcvels\'it.h decreasing v' or \'1' intensity) bu.t rather
results in a general increase in turbulence intensity,
implying some substantial alteration in the turbulence pro-
duction mechanism.
Reynolds Stress
The changing levels of turbulence intensity discussed
in the previous' section arc reflected in the plot of Reynoias
stress' u 'v' shO\'m in Fig. 20. For the 'clear liquid .run
there is a close correlation betwecn the level of maximum
turbu1encc intcnsi ty and peak Reynolds stress. The pro-
~uction appears to be induced by the interaction of these
virtual, .stresses ,.lith the local mean velocity gradienti
i
both displaying maximum values in this region.
t'li th increasing. susperic1ec1 load i the point of rnaximum
. . ,
stress tends to. move a"liay from the bed. The peak values
a~e noticeably altered, - and there is a general reduction
in gradient. The steady increase in Reynolds stress at
~
y/D = 0.572, combined "lith the increasing velocity gradient i
implies increased production - at this level. Conversely the
. reduced near-bcd values (~uris NC 2 through NC 4) very likely
indicate a reduction in turbulence production. . As was
. indicil tec1 clbove, these fClctS. are 't'leClk~_y evidenced in the
plots ,of turbulence intensity.
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l'~l though the ùa ta pJ:c3cntcc1 in rig. 20 ¿:re iiu;l:ructi vc i
additional poin't.s are required. to allm"¡ accurate dctcrmina-
tion of the point of ml1xiinnm Rüynolds stress. ¡\Iso the
moasurements, apparent.ly the first in liquid-solid flo\'lS,
require corroborative support. D~spite these weaknesses
it is quirc clear that the presence of ~uspended particles
in quite low concentrations markedly alters the turbulence
structure.
Power Spectra and Scaling
The frequency distributions of the longstream velocity
fluc-t.uations u' are shm'm.in Fig. 21 (in vie\-ling plots, note
that all clear-liquid runs are grouped in a single plot
and subsequent liquid~solid runs are grouped by relative
dep.t.h). For each experimental run, 15 l?oints of a t\"lO-
member ensemble 'Viere averaged to provide a spectrum "lith
60 deg~ees- of frecdom and a frequenc'y resolution of 0 .5865hz.
Th~ Calcomp plots represent the normalized power spectrum
F (n), where
PCn)
Fen) == -- =
/I ' z.
15fir.--7.TZ) :7
-l ¿ II t)L! .-1 .:1) //41115 ,,;, _
_ l,' z. (21)
and therefore
eD
J rcrl)c!,¡, - f4
'VlÌ th n = f-r.cquency
P (n)= power spectrum
Af = frequency resolution of the rm., periodogram
U,2 = mean square vclocity ~ y/D of' interest,
an,bn = ensemble average F~urier coefficients
Each plot cle:;irly dÜ;play::; a domin.;mt lo.~';'~frequcncy content
with the bulk of the cnergy lying below 20 hz. Qualitatively,
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the spectra 1 chara.ct.er of 0F1.ch :r0.mitÏ liS on~ent.; ally un-
changcs for all experimental runs. At the higher concen-
, '
trations there is a Guggestion of' increased high-frequency
components, particularly Cl't 0.572 and 0.430. This fcat,ure
is possibly indicative of increased production of small-
scale turbulence or improved distribution in the outer fIo,,,
regions, but a definitive finding must \vait on longer records'
or larger ensembles and the resultant increase in accuracy.
To study the spectral decay characteristics of the ex",
perimen.tal runs, the data p10"tted ina linear fashion in
Fig.. 21 \,¡ere replot,ted on log-log paper. A sÐ.mplc, of the
results is shown in Fig. 22. The overall characteristics
of the curves in this comparison plot appear to be nearly
identical. The steadily increasing negative slope varies
from -0.5 at the 1m'! frequency end to ~6 at the, high fre,-
qucncy extreme . Quite similar in shape to those obtained
by Raichlen (1967) in "later flm'ls, each curve passes rather
ra~idly through the -5/3 or Kolmogoroff region and displays
the dominance' of viscous effects above 10' hz.'
The variation in high-frequency energy content from
clear liquid to NC 5 conditions is apparent. This suggests
that some truncatlon error \'las produced by 1im.iting the
high concentration liquid-solid runs to a 40 hzcutoff
frequency. Efforts to analyze this error by studying
changes in the rms level at higher' filter settingsrevea.led
no noticeable incrcase. The trun~ation error i if any,.
must be quite sl'iall.
The single point hot-wire measu~e~ents precluded direct
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turbulence Gcale dcterôina-tionG. If ù curve fitting routine,
after the manner of Laufer (1951) or Raichlcn (l967), is
used 'with the data of Fig. 21, ~he close similarity between
these curves forces the conclusion that there ~as no change
in turbulence macroscale \~i th increas~ng suspended load.
While this indeed appears to be the ease, support for these
resul ts, as well as the additional (independent) dctermina-
tion of microscale variations, requires more data or, idcaiiy,
simul taneous multiple point measurements.
Autocorrelation Function
A study of the autocorrelation function for each ex-
perimental run revealed the same degree of similarity evi-
denced by the power spectra. The behavior of the 
example
plotted .in Fig. 23 is typical. Such a result further tends
to support the hypothesis that only.s1ight changes in tur-
bulence scale resulted from the increasing suspended loads.'
Using the. area delirni ted by' the characteristic sharp decline'
l~
near the origin and the first zero point (0.5 sec) às a
measure of the rnacroscale, Fig. 23 ShO'ilS that only at NC 5
~ . -.'- .
is there a suggestion of a significant change in 
scale.
Although admittedly this is 'a rough estimation, O\.¡ing to
" '
the periodic variations present beyond 0.5 sec., it is
beliEwed to be valid, since this external flO\:1 region
(y/D= 0.572) should be especially sensitive to any signi-
ficaitt increase in small scale eddy production. Nearer
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Di.scussion
Perhaps the most significant result, 9f this experi.mental
i
iinvcstigù.tion is thù.t there are. substantial al teratipns of
the tudmlcnt flow charac'teristics a"t lm-i suspended particle
concentrat.ions. The departure of the meal1 velocity from
a 10gari,thmic prOfile, the gencral increase in turbulence
intensity, and the variations in momentum, transport all -
occur a.t suspended load levels not far above those encountered
in many natural regimes. These findings ç:learIy 5.ndicate
i
that in most: instances' offhand neglect of, suspended load
cffec.ts \'lill be an oversimplification. t'Zhat is needed is
a simple analytical description of the ob.served phenomena
which could be systematically included in the derived equa-
tions of motion. This in turn requires a more detailed
understanding of the physics of turbulence production ln
i
liquid-solid flows. Towards this goal, can the cxperimental
resul ts be of any assistance?
!
It seems apparent that the presence ¡of particleE! in-
i,
duces an add.l tional source' of stress over' and above the
~i;.
'usual pressure, viscous, and Reynolds sti:esses.
it ,.¡as observed that the action of the experimental par.ticles-
ind\iced a change .tn flo\'l characteristics 'quite similar in
form to the observed longitudinal variations in advcrsei
pressure gradient flO\'1. In a gradual linear gradient, for
cxp.nple, a comparison of results over a section far upstream
of any separation point shm'is the same trend in mean velo-
city (Schub~uer and 'rchen, 1961), a similar incrc.:sc in rr~~
levels (Schubaucr. and Klcbanoff, J.951), a general incr.ease
iÚ Reynolds sl:ress with pCiJk levels moving .êtway from the
bed (Goldberg, 1 9 G G), and the concurrent small change in
energy apectra (Moses, 1964). While it is not suggested
that the presence of pari.:icles induces an advcrse pressure
gradient per ~ (clearly precluded by the uniform flow
conditions) , 'thc turbulence modifications in each case arè
i
strikingly similar and limitcd use of the analogy might
be instructive.
Within a model based on such an analogy it seems im-
probable that particie presence produces the observed tur-
bulence changes' si~ply by increased productión of sma11-
scale eddies. As suggested by Elata apd Ippen (l96l), th~s'
mechanism was supposed to be a function of scaling' similarity
, .
between particle diameter and the viscous sublayer thickncss.
This is an intuitively pleasing construct,' but, 'as noted
above, not evidenced in the spectral data., r.10reover, such
-""
matchi~g. is hai:d to envision in adverse pressure gradient,
flq\.¡ \,¡here similar turbulence changes are noted'.
Rather it is suggestive' to reasop that the suspended
particles exert primary influence through their effect on
the gradient of mean veloci ty~' The flm.¡ retardation noted, ,
in Fig. 15 resul ta in increased shcar 'and itlcreases u IV'
correlation~ In turn the intera6tion of .the increased
Reynolds stress u IV I and the mean velocity'gradient results
in increased turbulence production as indicated by the
higher rms levels. Such a mechanism could ,produce a higher
energy turhulencc field \"ith little change in spectral'
92
character. Since optimum effects would be produced in the
region of maximum turbulcnce production, it is reasonáble
to assume that particlé dinmgter would still remain a s~gni-
£icant parameter in combination \.¡ith £10'" Reynolds numbe1.-,
suspended concentration and the mean velocity gradient.
The density contrast j'51:''', /JLI~.JI~ serves only to determine the
concentration gradient.
,
This is admittedly a rather simplistic line of reason-
ing. f-ean velocity gradient, Reynolds stress, and turbulence
intensity are pictured as independent variables, when in
fact they are mutually interdependcnt. Nevertheless the
exper imental resul ts indicate that the proposition is not
entirely specious. The increasing levels for each variable
are clearly observed, and although it remains to be shm'in
that the l-rimary particle effect is through the mean velo-
city gradient¡ this feature is the eaßiest of the three 'to
\oiork "lith in terms of a descriptive or predi.ctive model.
l" A clarifying study would proceed first to improve the
quality of the spectral record 0 A tenet of the above
proposition is that no significant increase in high frequency
energy is noted at the higher particle concentrations.
Next a visua!,study of the ,boundary 
layer region
(cf. Kline et al., 19(7) in liquid-solid flovlS could pro-
.
vide an insight into the character of the near-wall velocity
gradicnt and the nature of the stresses introduced by the
particle presence. noth could be used to provide a check
on the applicability of the adverse pressure gradient
analogy and the func tional dependence of the turbulence
production on pÜ:ïLiclc size and conccriLr.~itioll j.n varIuus
ReynoldD number flows~
As in the case in the majorit.y of turbulence investiga-
tions and particularly liquid-solid floVl stuùìcs, the re-
sul ts of this exper Ì!;lent, are diff:icul t to generalize.. IIO\-l-
ever, the clarity of the data and the reliability of the '
apparatus arc encouraging. 1\ continuing systematic study
of this problem appears to be quite possible. In combina-
tion \'lith the information provided by the above investiga-
tions, this approach promises to permit the development of
a sufficiently accurate model for most field applications
and at the same time yield the necessary a~ditional in-
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Fig. Al shows the principal fcaturc~ of t.he venturi
flm.¡meter used in the turbulence flume. l'icasurement of the
1 t L= fl. db'"' 1vo u~e ra c o~ ow 13 govcrnc y the equation
Q actual
== ~ d iL. :'? ("A 
"A )--c---- '.. -










== inlet area (Fig .Ai)
== throat area (Fig. Ai)
== acceleration due to gravity
== pressure measured at' the inlet
(Fig. Al)
= pressure' ~easured at the throat
(r'ig. 1\1)
== specific weight of the flowliquid.
P2
Calibration of a flm.imeter consists of de"termining the
discharge coefficient. Normally, if the ~eter is. construçted
using the guideline established by the ?\r.crican Society 
of
Mechanical ,Engincers2, ~he coefficient can be read directly
fro~ tabulated vaiues based on inside dimensions of 
the
. f10\...meter and the discharge. In this case calibration \-..as
.
1. Spink, L. K., Pri.nciples anc1Prùctice of Flm.nncter
, Enginecrin0, The' Foxboro Corporat1on, Foxboro,
Massachusetts, 9th Edition, 1967, 575 
pages.
2. Fluid gcters, 'l'hcirTheory and 1\ppliciltion, Report or
-'l'ho American Society of Hcchanical Engineers
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required since the inside dinmcter (1. 8 ~m) waR slightly
belo\-i the smallest tabulaLed value (- 5 cm). Inc1ividual
calibration of a iDeter should also increase the attainable
measÜ:remen.t accurëlcy.
Calibration Proccc1ure
Heasurcmen'ts of the pressure drop across the flm'll:icter
as a function of the discharge were made ~ith the meter
placed in a piping section e:;~l.c,tly similar to the flume
return line. Water froni the laboratory supply flowed through
the section and. into a calibrated container. The discharge
"ias measured using a st:opw.e1tch (gallons/n1inute) \'ihile an
open manometer indicated the venturi pressure drop. A
precision steel rule \.ias used for -the head measurements (em).'
Re\.iriting Equation I,
eJ. - Q,AC¡7JIIL.¡r;-(A2-)~~,
U, ~ (;-:Pj~ A2.(4 )s,
For the meter used, Ai == 11.35 cm2A2 = 2. 85 cm~
(II)
I1-
,UsingP==pgh==yh and hi -hi==Ah, æquation II becomes'
Cd. :: & AI!~ '(III)
· f;7l;'4~l~-~ (,..,s)
(\.1ith Ah i~ cm and Q ,in cm3/scc, also, i gallon = 3790 cm3).
Sample Calculation
~ 7.4 gpm and Ah == .12.50 cm





Fig. h2 shows the results of a series of runs with
di.scharges ranging from 1 to 12 g~110n5 per minute. The
scries was performed with the pressure taps al~gned along
the side of the test section. This configuration assured
the absence of air bubbles in the manomet.er line and minimized
the possiple accumulation of particles in later liquid-
solid runs.
Early scatter in the data points was elininated with
the addition of a honeycomb baffle placed in theent.rance
to the test section. consisting of plastic drinking straws
(20 em long x 0.318 cm i.d.), this baffle was alsO placed
iii the flume return line and used in all experimental runs.'
After several 
'test series it. became apparent . 
that the
dlscharge coefficient was very close to unity except 
at
10\V' f1m'1 rates (..-1gpm). In order to insure - fullY trubulcnt
flows in the rectangular s~ction, the discharge would have!
hád to be several times 
this value. Therefore,' for our ,
purposes the dlscharge coefficient was t~~cn equal to unity.
After determining the discharge coefficient ìt remained
, ,
necessary to compuJce and tabulate pressure' head versus dis-
charge for f10\-1s òf one-centistoke silicone oil . 
This '_simpl~
required a correction for the density differe:1cc, sil1cethe
viscosity effect was negligibiel
;since.l silicone oil ~ O.Sls..,gm/cc ~ 25°C. Equation III
can' be rewritten' _-------.--r
(Q/J:r.JA¿, C.)¡l-l~) =: 1175; (()oB/8)/J-lt.' LZ.05
vnnl CJ. ~ ID
This equation is plottcd in l'ig. 1\3 for various fIm'! rates.
(iv)
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A & B =
U =
n =
wire feedback currenthot wire. resistance
wire resistance G fluid tcmperaturè
constants dependen'c on wi.re and fluid properties
cooling velocity
heat transfer exponent, 'dependent on flo\'i condi-tions '
one could ur i te
i2n 2
'\1 = Rw (Rw-Rg) (A r BUn) (vi)
~ Rg (k) (k-l) (A r BUn) (VIa)
\'lith k = overheat ratio'= R\'i/Rg
\'lhich leads to
.~\,..
E2 = AI r B'Un (VII)
with E equal' to the nean level of anemometer output voltage
and A i and B' representing the values of A and B modified
by the constant resistance and overhe~t values.
.;
, "
Under the assumption of a knm.¡n or constant n rneasure-' .
rnents of E versus flO\v velocity under controlled conditions
would permi t determination of A l and B'. The exponent n
however, iri dependent on flow conditions. This is especially
true for X-array operation. The small vertical separatiôn
of the wircs cnuses noticeable frce convection effects at
10\-/ .flm.i rates.
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Tlie fnllowi ng Rch~ma was used to overcome this difficulty.
Measurements of output. voltage E as a function of mean
veloci ti' U \'¡ere obtained by using the flume return line cls
a calibration tunnel. The filter tap (see Fig. 1) was
fitted with a sea~ed gland .to permit insertion of the ho"t-
\'lire probe. The.DC output from the anemometer at various
flowrates was read using a digital voltmeter (Non-Linear
Systems). Venturi pressure drop was used as a measure of









= cross-sectional area corrected for
displacement 'thickness
The location of the test port some 45 pipe diameters dO\'ln-
stream from the Venturi insured flow characteristics that
were steady and well developed. Cross-stream measurements
confirmed this assumption.
Each ,.iire of Probe' no. 1 \.¡as calibrated using the above
"
procedure. The data plotted in Fig. Bl and Fig. B2",ere
obtained with both wires heated and alternately placed at
right angles to t~e mean flow at the pipe centerline.
To obtain the value of the exponent n ,Figures Bland
B2 \'iere used to graphically determ.lne dE/dU. The values
were then plotted versus mean velocity of log-log paper
(Fig. B3). The slope of these curVêS is simply related to
n, since differentiating Eq. VII t6 eliminate A' leads to
dE
-- -




~'J ~ 8' ., rl-i _¿'5I UU t2E U (X)
indicates that the slope is prOVOL Llanal to n-l.
A sharp depend~nce of n on the velocity is apparenL.
Only with ,flow rates greater than 60 cm/secdoes n maintain
a constant value over a \.¡ide range of velocities. This fea-
ture was used in calculating A " and B' e
Using t.he ~:xponent value selected from the high~vclocity
portion of the curve, B' was calculated using Eq ~ iX. This
value was assumed to be constant over the entire calibration
range. M1Ìle this may not be entirely correct, the exact
våriation of B i is of academic interest. only, since at this
point the procedure becomes entirely an effort to fit the
available data to Equations ix and VII.
The value' of the exponent n \-laS cor.puted for various
v~locity ranges by sub.stituting a' in~o Eq. IX and making
us'~ of the graphical values of dE/dU and the available
calibra tion data.
AI was calculated by substituting a' and n into Eq. VII.
Its value was found to be essentially constant over the cali-
..bra tion range.
The results , L:0.1 these co;nputations are tabulated in
Table Bl.
ri'he agreenent bet\'iecm the measured calibrationc1ata
and values computed using the derived constants is shown
in Fig. Dlt. One \'lOuld expect the fit to be excellent except
int.he very lO\V' velocity range, \'ihei.c buoyancy effcctspro-
.LU~
duce Dnomalous results cau~in0 the voltage~vclocity curve
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\1-l RE VELOCITY n A r U'
em/see'
50 - 90 0.45
-
35 - 50 0.43
No. 1 29 - 35 0.40 .3.45 7.26
12 - 29 0.37
7.5 - 12 0.30 ,
45 - 90 o ~ 43 "
20 - 45 . 0.41
No. 2 3.60 7.1'0
12 - 20 0.37 -







'i'he Dat.a N.:quisition P:cog-ram
Language: Pal III Symbolic l\~:;~;ci:1blcr (See ni(ji tal
Equipment Corporation Manual 0-3-5)
Loading Sequence See DEC Manual DEe OB-NGCA-D
The PDP-8 Console Munual


















DCA I S'lORE/ S'l'ORE DATñ
iSZ STORE
is? BAG










,DATAi TAD I STO~E
ISZ STORE
Jì,1S SSPRN'l'/ SIGNED DECH'iIJ PIUNTOUT SUßROUTnm
Jl-S I \'1HIZ/ .TYPE A SPACE SUßROUTIKI:~ (8-l9-11)
ISZ SPñS























L , i 7 1,Ø
Will Z, TYSP
KID, TYCR
LOOP, -S,Ø' / OR mrA'i'EVER VALUE is SET IN BY HAND
BAG, ß
PAUSE
The following routine was emplo¥ed to change the length
of the variable loop and therefore the scanning rate:
Load Address\ ß3l5. , ~
Depress .Exam .ø4l7 should:-appear .1n the memory buffer'
Key in the desired loop length, e.g.





å' 12.8 sec. 771Ø i '- . -200/see
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GJ-s~;j'Jjm HEDUC'l'IOH PHOGRi\l1
C THI ') n~r.GP!\r! CU'PUTIS layr':ru::s S l-laSS rJ"I~ n!G
r. use rJr- Mi flLcr~!qIH' "f. 
¡\ 1 J~j J,.J((I'I:H~H"
r. r F 1 r F \~ J ¡~ E (I. t. t H r~ II l 1 r f\
en,.. T Ii I 1'.' USE c;~ T li T f\ r i: t c; I "G A S J t.; r, l £:
C \ni~( r:t~IPjTFC fir illf,!()- 'i~) ni~r;r~r-r:s TO
c TilE flEl,f\ FlC~';.
r. I ~.! E: f\ S Tat, E ( ? (; C '; ) , fi ( ? (- (: I: ) , n ( ? (;" ,i ) , ( ( ? 6 -; (; )', D ( 260 I))
K =1.
4 R(fln (~,7.~) UCf\E
Jr,~=J
I) JJ\=I
6 N:: .J 1\ t I 1
RFAC (5,?r) (((I),l=J",f\)
IF (FP') .EO.. r.i GC TC -l
Jf.::JA+l?
GC TC (-
7 DD in 1-:1 ,t~
E ( I ) -= f ( J 11 ii i 2 .









en 1 i I= 1 ,r.;
X S U ~ ~x S U f! t ( ( I 1
(fir- r I !\U£:
F =f\
XD1\Q=XSl!tJ/r-
CO 1 7 I = 1 t t~
E ( I ):: E ( I 1 - )' i~ l\~
COr-n I r-;Ur:




~ ( J ) = E( I )
cri/-I II\Uf
GC, TC 5 '





i 5 CON T HiUr:
fi n ~I s-= .~ ..
Ð r~ M S ::.; ..
C R ~~ S :: ~ ..
,CIH'5='J. .
DO 16 1=1,?5C'::
II p ~I S = fi g ~.. S i ( Ii ( I ) .,"': 2 )
"
1/ r. l. F V Fi- 1, ' , ri I: ~ ,. ,l- II~ U, ì r = (¡ r, 1 ., ') i 3/13r~!:
p¡..'S-::¡~I,'t.'Sl (!' (1,),""2)
C R ~,~ S ,. r. n I! S + ( C ( i ) -!: ::' 2 1




(" H '.' S:: '; 0 in ( (J~ " S I? ~ C C . )
r.pr~s=sorT (LP~'~S/?~('(I.)
',RTlF ((.,?1) f¡p~:s,lií'i"'S,CI'~'S,I:rH:S
C ~ ~ ( HJ reG i.j U T r: t) V''' i- u (S T r S C L V E feR H- E p. 1- Y N C L. C S S T RES S
l' i ii.r~ ,., ( ( f, !.' c: ::,,' ? ) - (n P t! S ,'. :" 7 ) ) ':' ( ( C P"~ S ,',,:, ? ) l- ( !l íU' c: ':.,:' 2) )
1m r II :. 2:': ( ( (: i, :.\ S ':' .¡. ? ) ,', ( I f, I'l S ::' ,'. 2 ) + ( r íH.l ~. :~, ~. 2 1 ) )
I ~ S T P r s = lJ r " £. ::' I ¡~ ~.. L ~.~ I H D G ',I )
hPITf(b,22) ~STkfS
V c: 0:: U C I,: r ,', ( ( C R /1 SIC id" S 1 "":'2 )
~DITE If,23) VSQ
K=K-l
IF (K .EÇ. 0) GC Te ~r,
r:C Tr '.
is STrr
?O fCR" /i T (1 /. í- t . 1,')
21 r r: l~ r¡ fi T ( 1 H 1 ,. f: R I'S = · , r- 11 . ell' n i~ r.~ S == · , F 11 . p II' CR ~~ S = · , F 1 i · l II. -
1 ' ORVS=',Fll.fll)
? ') F P ¡H'li 1 (' P E Y ~J( LOS S T P, E S ~ = · l F 11 . 811 )
73 rrW~/.'iT (l r:EA~~ scut.n¡: i,!PHII-'(=,',r-ii.r/!"),




EQUIPHENT AND Nl\TLRIAL SPECIFICATIONS
1. Circulating Pump
Manuf act.urer : JJabên'lCO Pumps, 'Inc. i




















Manufacturer: Dayton Electric 1-1anufacturint, Co.,
Chicago, Illinois
Type: Hechanical Vari-Drivc
~ Motor: 1/2 Horsepower Capacitor Motor
115/230v 60cycle 1725 rpm
Speed Control: Adjustùble pitch Pulleys and Dcep-
cog Beltr speed adjustable
705-4230' rpri\
l;t
3 Ð' Composition of Kovar
Manufàcturer: The Driver Corporation
Nominal Composition
" Ni ~ . . . . .29%
Co. . . . ,. . ,1 7 %
" Fe. . . . . . 54 %
Resistivity............~.. .300 ohms/c.m.-ft.
Temperature Coefficient
of Resistance.......... .0.003 ónmloC
Melting Point.. ~......... .l430oC
Tensile Strcn0th.......... 90-100 x 10! psi.
Hagnetic and sOlLleviha t subj cct to corrosion
4. Flm.¡ Liquid
Manuf acl:urer: Dm.! Corning Corporation
Midland, Michigan
Material: D. C. 200 silicone Oil
Srccif ications
Viscosity ø 25°C - 1.0
Flash Point - 100°F
Pour Point - -l23°p
Specific Gravity ê 77° F - 0.318
Viscosi t.y 'relìpc~rature Coeff icie11t - 0.37
Coefficient of Expansion - 0.00134 cc/cc/oc
Refractive Indes 0 77°P - 1.382
Surface Tension ø 77°P - 17.4 cyne/cm
Thermal Conductivity ø 77°P - 0.00024 gm-ca1/secl
em 2 1°C ~ em thick
Boiling Point - 305°1-' ~ 760imn
Specific Heat - 0.348 cal/gm/OC €! 40°C








Specific Gravity Uncxpanded - 1.02-:1.05
Expanded., - 0.82-0.84Size (Unexpanded) d
Sieve Anai~is (U. S. Standard)
on No. 30' - 60% max. (by weight)
on No. 40 - 70% max.
on No. ~5 - 3% max.
on No. 50 - 0.5% max.
Volatiles (% weight) - 6.0-6.5
.
6. Analog.,rl'o~Digital Converter




Voltage - ß tol lOV (stanc1ùrd)
Inpcdancc - l, 000 ohms (standard)
Resolution - i part in l02-! (10 mv)
iis
l\ccuracy - o. l~ or Full SCùle i l/2 Lcù.sl: Sign.i~ficant Bit.
'.remperùture coefficient -' 0.5 mv/oC
Operation temperature ": ø to 50°C
Conversion Ra-t:e - lOO khz maximum
Digital Output .- A 10-Dit Binary Hur:iber
7. Variable Filter





Passband Gain - Unity (Odb)
Attenuation Rate - 24 db/octave
l-aximum Attenuation - Grea'l:er than 80db




Type: Series X-3 r1ult.i-purpose Digital
Voltmeter,
Specifications
(on the lOv range)Resolution - lO mv i
Accuracy - 0.1% LSB f 1 digit
Scan Rate - 3 sa.rnples/sec'".lY
9. Hot-Wire AncmoQeter




0.1% or o. 1 mv
0.1% or 0.01 ma
Ö .1% or 0.01 ohms'
0.1% or O.03°C
I'" or O. 1 íps...
Voltage
Hot Sensor Current






o. 05~ or 0.05 mv
0.05% or 0.005 IDa
0.05% or 0.0025 ohms
.0.05% or 0.015°C
0.5% 01: r, .01 fps
Vol tage
Hot Scnsor Cur rent
Cold Scnsor Resistancc at 1 ma
Fluid Temperature (500~n scnsor)
output Ì .~
in 1 kII: -c1
Voltage 0.002% ( .02 I!V
Hot Sensor Current o . 002 % o~ O. 002 ma
Cold Sensor Resistance at 1 ma 0.0025, ohms
Fluid Temperature (500hm sensor) 0.015°C
Fluid Velocity 0.01% or O. oar fps
10. Viscometer
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